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RoHS
Compliant

The Tool Case MP012223

boasts internal dimensions of 420 x 303 x 400 mm or 16.53 x 11.92 x 
15.75 inches. It comes in a color combination of a blue bottom, grey 
accessories, and black locks.

This case is equipped with a lid that doubles as a comfortable er-
gonomic seat and has a remarkable weight capacity of up to 150 kg. It 
also features a spacious compartment to neatly store all your gear. The 
material used for its construction is polypropylene.

Furthermore, it incorporates a reliable double-hook locking system for 
effortless and secure closure. Additionally, it includes one top box and 
four boxes with adjustable dividers to help organize your gear and other 
stuff.

The Tool Case MP012224 

boasts internal dimensions of 420 x 303 x 400 mm or 16.53 x 11.92 x 
15.75 inches. It is available in a color scheme consisting of a blue base, 
grey accessories, and black locking mechanisms.

Within this case, you’ll find a lid equipped with three compartments and 
adjustable dividers, facilitating efficient organization of your gear and 
other equipment. The box is constructed from polypropylene material.

Moreover, it incorporates a reliable double-hook locking system for 
easy and secure closure. Additionally, it includes one top box  and four 
boxes with movable dividers to assist in keeping your gear and other 
stuff neatly arranged.
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The Tool Case MP012225 

boasts internal dimensions measuring 420 x 303 x 400 mm or 16.53 
x 11.92 x 15.75 inches. It is available in a color combination of a blue 
base, grey accessories, and black locking mechanisms.

This case comes equipped with a lid that serves as a comfortable 
ergonomic seat and has an impressive weight capacity of up to 150 
kg. Additionally, there is a spacious compartment for storing your gear 
and other equipment. The box is constructed from polypropylene mate-
rial.

It features a practical and secure double-hook locking system for 
closure, and it includes four convenient drawers with various internal 
partitions to help you organize your items efficiently.

Description Part Number
Tool Case, 420×303×400mm, Top Seat, 1 Top Box, 4 Bottom Boxes MP012223
Tool Case, 420×303×400mm, 1 Top Organizer, 4 Bottom Boxes MP012224
Tool Case, 420×303×400mm, Top Seat, 4 Bottom Boxes MP012225
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